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ABSTRACT 
 Land-atmosphere (L-A) interactions play a critical role in determining the diurnal 
evolution of land surface and planetary boundary layer (PBL) temperature and moisture states 
and fluxes.  In turn, these interactions regulate the strength of the connection between surface 
moisture and precipitation in a coupled system.  To address model deficiencies, recent studies 
have focused on development of diagnostics to quantify the strength and accuracy of the land-
PBL coupling at the process-level.  In this paper, a diagnosis of the nature and impacts of local 
land-atmosphere coupling (LoCo) during dry and wet extreme conditions is presented using a 
combination of models and observations during the summers of 2006 and 2007 in the U.S. 
Southern Great Plains.  A range of diagnostics exploring the links and feedbacks between soil 
moisture and precipitation are applied to the dry/wet regimes exhibited in this region, and in the 
process a thorough evaluation of  nine different land-PBL scheme couplings is conducted under 
the umbrella of a high-resolution regional modeling testbed.  Results show that the sign and 
magnitude of errors in land surface energy balance components are sensitive to the choice of 
land surface model, regime type, and running mode.  In addition, LoCo diagnostics show that the 
sensitivity of L-A coupling is stronger towards the land during dry conditions, while the PBL 
scheme coupling becomes more important during the wet regime.  Results also demonstrate how 
LoCo diagnostics can be applied to any modeling system (e.g. reanalysis products) in the context 
of their integrated impacts on the process-chain connecting the land surface to the PBL and in 
support of hydrological anomalies. 
 
 
 
 
1.  Introduction 
 Quantification of the land surface influence on extremes such as flood and drought is 
critical for both short-term weather and climate prediction.  These dry and wet regimes are 
modulated by the strength and sensitivity of the land-atmosphere (L-A) coupling and, in 
particular, how anomalies in soil moisture are translated into and through the planetary boundary 
layer (PBL), ultimately favoring or suppressing the triggering and support of clouds and 
precipitation.  Improved understanding of L-A coupling is thus essential as a changing climate 
leads to evolving regions of dry and wet regimes, as well as locations where strong coupling is a 
dominant mechanism. 
 Recent studies have looked at the inherent L-A coupling strength (Koster et al. 2004) and 
predictability (Hurk et al. 2010; Koster et al. 2010) in models based on the role of soil moisture 
anomalies on seasonal precipitation.  This was performed in a global climate model context 
using a large number of ensemble simulations, and therefore parsing out the reasons for 
differences in coupling strength amongst models (and inherent land surface and PBL physics) 
remains a difficult task.  A companion effort has since been launched that focuses on local L-A 
coupling (LoCo; Santanello et al. 2009, 2011) in coupled models by diagnosing land-PBL 
interactions at the process level using a regional, high-resolution testbed.  The methodology 
developed in LoCo can be applied to any model or observations, and it is particularly well suited 
to isolate the impacts of land surface perturbations on the PBL (and vice-versa) that are crucial 
for sustaining flood and drought conditions. 
 With these issues in mind, this paper presents results from case studies of dry/wet 
extremes in the U.S. Southern Great Plains (SGP) to evaluate the performance of and coupling 
between a range of land surface models (LSMs) and PBL schemes (PBLs) by employing recently 
developed diagnostics of LoCo.  Specifically, the goals of this study are to determine the 
following:  1) How well are extreme conditions represented in a high-resolution regional model, 
and what is the sensitivity in each regime to the choice of LSM-PBL parameterization and their 
coupling?  2) What are the characteristics of the local L-A coupling during dry/wet extremes, and 
how do LoCo processes and feedbacks act to support such events?  3) How well do large-scale, 
coarse resolution models represent LoCo during dry/wet extremes?  
 This comprehensive analysis extends from the work of Santanello et al. (2009, 2011; 
hereafter referred to as S09 and S11) by performing an evaluation using observations along with 
composite and regional (including reanalysis product) analyses.  The case studies chosen for 
these experiments are composed of extreme dry and wet conditions in terms of soil moisture and 
precipitation relative to normal, and are therefore ideally suited to capture a wide range of 
variability in L-A interactions and coupling.   
 The paper follows with a summary of recent LoCo research and diagnostics in Section 2, 
and by a description of the case studies, models, and observations employed therein in Section 3.  
Results including surface energy balance and LoCo metrics from diurnal cycle, composite, and 
reanalysis evaluations are then presented in Section 4.  Finally, Section 5 summarizes the 
conclusions and a discussion of the impact of the results on current and future research of 
coupling and its impact on extremes.   
2.  Background 
 A thorough review of LoCo research and the related diagnostic framework can be found 
in S09 and S11.  The goals of the current work are to bring the methodologies of these studies to 
bear on evaluating the land-PBL coupling during climatological extremes in an array of LSMs 
and PBL schemes, and performing a thorough evaluation of the schemes themselves.  This 
research is a core component of the Global Energy and Water Cycle Study (GEWEX) Land 
Atmosphere System Study (GLASS; Hurk et al. 2011), which coordinates a community working 
group on studies related to L-A coupling (Santanello et al. 2011).  LoCo is focused on the diurnal 
cycle and local/regional scale processes in models and observations, and in particular on 
quantifying the impact of the land condition on the atmosphere (through the PBL), and vice-
versa.  There is a great deal of effort being put forth to better understand extremes, including 
their representation and predictability, primarily in global climate models and over large spatial 
scales (Koster et al. 2004, Hurk et al. 2010; Hirschi et al. 2011).  The initial communication and 
all interaction between the land and atmosphere always occurs on local scales, however, which 
makes the process-level understanding and focus of LoCo research essential in order to fully 
understand the impact of L-A coupling on dry and wet extremes 
 As described in S11, from a LoCo perspective the land-PBL coupling can be broken 
down into a series of links in a 'process chain' that connects soil moisture to precipitation, 
  SM → EFsm → PBL → ENT → EFatm   ► P/Clouds  (1) 
          (a)            (b)           (c)           (d)    
 
where EF is the evaporative fraction, defined as  
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and is a function of the sensible (Qhsfc) and latent (Qlesfc) heat fluxes at the land surface.  From 
Eq. 1, the impact of soil moisture (SM) on clouds and precipitation (P) is therefore dependent 
on the sensitivities of:  a) the surface fluxes (EFsm) to soil moisture, b) PBL evolution to surface 
fluxes, c) entrainment fluxes at the PBL-top (ENT) to PBL evolution, and d) the collective 
feedback of the atmosphere (through the PBL) on surface fluxes (EFatm) (Santanello et al. 2007, 
van Heerwaarden et al. 2009).  Eq. 1 describes a complex set of dependent relationships, and as 
Siqueira (2009) and Ek and Holtslag (2004) highlight, the full set of L-A interactions (including 
those of negative feedbacks) is shown to be critical to understanding the full SM-P relationship. 
 To this end, a methodology that simultaneously addresses the components of Eq. 1 was 
tested by S09 and extended by S11, and employs the 'mixing diagram' approach as introduced by 
Betts (1992).  This power of this diagnostic lies in its ability to exploit the co-variance of 2-meter 
potential temperature () and humidity (q) to quantify the components of the LoCo process 
chain, and a key advantage to this approach is that the calculations require only routine variables 
from observations and models.  For a full description of this approach and implementation for 
LoCo studies, the reader is again referred to S09 and S11.   
 A summary of mixing diagram results from these studies is shown in Fig. 1, where 
simulations were run using a fully coupled regional modelling system, each with a different 
LSM-PBL scheme combination.  The results show that soil moisture anomalies (dry vs. wet) lead 
to different patterns of  and q evolution throughout the day, as well as vector components that 
represent the contribution of heat and moisture from the land surface versus that from the top of 
the PBL via entrainment.  In addition, derived metrics such as the surface and entrainment 
Bowen ratio (sfc, ent), and the entrainment ratio of heat and moisture (Ah, Ale) are useful 
diagnostics of the LSM-PBL coupling that can be easily derived from mixing diagrams. 
 Mixing diagrams diagnose the land and PBL fluxes simultaneously, and therefore provide 
the components of the full PBL budget of heat and moisture, which serves as the second core 
LoCo diagnostic.  As shown in S09 and S11, how anomalies and/or errors in the surface fluxes 
computed by a particular LSM-PBL coupling are then translated into the atmospheric water and 
energy cycle can then be quantified using this approach.    
 The third LoCo diagnostic that has been developed is that of the relationship between 
mean EF and PBL height (PBLH), which serve as bulk integrative measures of the state of the 
land surface and the PBL.  How each is reflective and sensitive to a particular LSM-PBL 
coupling can therefore be reflective of how extreme conditions manifest themselves in surface 
drying (wetting) and the corresponding response of PBL growth (decay).   
 The fourth and final core diagnostic to be applied in this study was presented by S11 and 
relates to the sensitivity of the LoCo process chain to surface conditions and ultimate response of 
the PBL in promoting or suppressing clouds and precipitation.  This lifting condensation level 
(LCL) deficit, defined as the difference between actual PBL height reached and the LCL, 
quantifies how the coupled system responds to a particular land-PBL coupling and condition for 
both dry and moist processes. 
 In employing this array of diagnostics, S09 and S11 have shown that the spread and 
sensitivity in model results due to different LSM-PBL combinations can be evaluated against 
observations in the LoCo context and ultimately used to pinpoint the weaknesses in the land 
and/or atmospheric component of the model and their inherent coupling.  Overall, these 
diagnostics provide a pathway to study both the individual and collective factors determining 
LoCo (Eq. 1), and most importantly can be applied equally to any model and location of interest.  
While their results were applied to a few individual days, the focus was clearly on developing 
and demonstrating the methodology and associated diagnostics rather than specific or thorough 
evaluation of the schemes themselves that extend beyond a single diurnal cycle.  The 
experiments and results that follow below are the final piece of this project, designed to be a full 
implementation of LoCo diagnostics in a regional modeling testbed and focused on 
climatologically and programmatically-relevant case studies over multi-day periods.  
3.  Model and Site Description 
a.  NU-WRF 
 The Advanced Research version of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) 
model (Michalakes et al. 2001) is a state of the art mesoscale numerical weather prediction 
system.  Derived from the Fifth-Generation NCAR/Penn State Mesoscale Model (MM5; Anthes 
and Warner 1978), WRF-ARW has been designated as the community model for atmospheric 
research and operational prediction and is ideal for high-resolution (e.g. 1km) regional 
simulations on the order of 1-10 days.  WRF-ARW has a Eulerian mass dynamical core and 
includes a wide array of radiation, microphysics, and PBL options as well as 2-way nesting and 
variational data assimilation capabilities. 
 Recently, work has been performed to develop a NASA-Unified WRF (NU-WRF) 
modeling system at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).  NU-WRF is built upon the 
WRF-ARW model, and incorporates and unifies NASA’s unique experience and capabilities by 
fully integrating the GSFC Land Information System (LIS; Kumar et al. 2006, Peters-Lidard et 
al. 2007), the WRF/Chem enabled version of the GOddard Chemistry Aerosols Radiation 
Transport (GOCART; Chin et al. 2000) model, GSFC radiation and microphysics schemes, and 
the Goddard Satellite Data Simulation Unit (SDSU; Matsui et al. 2009) into a single modeling 
framework.  Overall, NU-WRF will provide the modeling  community with an observation-
driven integrated modeling system that represents aerosol, cloud, precipitation and land 
processes at satellite-resolved scales. (roughly 1-25 km).   
 The land-PBL interface is a core component of NU-WRF, and has been performed 
through the coupling of LIS-WRF by Kumar et al. (LIS-WRF; 2008).  LIS consists of a suite of 
LSMs and provides a flexible and high-resolution representation of land surface physics and 
states, which are directly coupled to the atmosphere.  The advantages of coupling LIS-WRF 
include the ability to spin-up land surface conditions on a common grid from which to initialize 
the regional model, flexible and high-resolution (satellite-based) soil and vegetation 
representation, additional choices of LSMs that continue to expand in range and complexity, and 
various plug-in options such as land data assimilation, parameter estimation, and uncertainty 
analysis.   
 The work of S09 and S11 has demonstrated LIS-WRF as a testbed for L-A interaction 
studies and LoCo due to its land-PBL scheme flexibility and high resolution.  Since this time, 
there have been significant upgrades to both LIS and WRF including new functionality and 
LSMs in LIS, and additional PBLs in WRF.  The development of NU-WRF now ensures that the 
most recent versions of LIS (currently V 6.x) and WRF-ARW (currently V 3.x) are coupled and 
tested, and are used exclusively for the 2006-7 simulations described in Section 3b.   
1) LAND SURFACE MODELS 
 The LSMs employed in LIS for this study are the Noah LSM Version 2.7.1 (Noah; Ek et 
al. 2003), the Community Land Model Version 2.0 (CLM; Dai et al. 2003), and the Hydrology 
version of the Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land (HTESSEL; Balsamo et 
al. 2009).  Each model dynamically predicts water and energy fluxes and states at the land 
surface, but vary in specific parameterizations and representation of soil and vegetation 
properties and physics.  For example, Noah and HTESSEL solves moisture and heat transport 
through 4 discrete soil layers while CLM solves for 10 layers.  In addition, treatment of 
vegetation types and properties (such as height, coverage, and density) and canopy fluxes differ 
between the three LSMs.   
 The Noah model employed in this study is Version 2.7.1 and is identical to the version of 
Noah packaged in the original version of WRF-ARW Version 2.2.  Noah is used operationally 
by the National Center for Environmental Prediction as the LSM for the North American 
Mesoscale (NAM) model and the Global Forecasting System (GFS).  CLM and HTESSEL are 
unique to NU-WRF (i.e. not in official WRF-ARW releases), and it should be noted that CLM is 
an earlier version of the LSM for NCAR's coupled Community Climate System Model (CCSM; 
Gent et al. 2011), while HTESSEL is the LSM employed in the operational ECMWF Integrated 
Forecast Scheme (IFS; ECMWF 2011) for prediction and data assimilation, where the version 
employed here is identical to that used in the GLACE experiments.  As such, these LSMs are 
well-supported and developed, and capture a wide range in complexity (e.g. layering and 
vegetation physics) and coupled application (e.g. mesoscale to global climate model). 
2) PBL SCHEMES 
 In WRF-ARW, there are three options for PBLs in Version 2.x and nine available in 
Version 3.x.  For this study, we focus on the three robust and well-tested PBLs that are typically 
employed over full diurnal cycles (including convective and stable conditions) rather than some 
of the newer schemes that are targeted for more narrow applications.  The simplest of the three is 
the Medium-Range Forecast (MRF; Hong and Pan 1996) scheme, which is based on non-local-K 
theory (Troen and Mahrt 1986) mixing in the convective PBL and where the diffusion and depth 
of the PBL are a function of the Richardson number (Ricr).   The Yonsei University (YSU; Hong 
et al. 2006) scheme is based on the MRF and the non-local K theory implementation, but 
includes explicit treatment of entrainment and counter gradient fluxes.  Finally, the Mellor-
Yamada-Janjic (MYJ; Janjic 2001) scheme is the most complex of the three, and employs 
nonsingular level 2.5 turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) closure (from Mellor and Yamada 1982) 
with local-K vertical mixing.  In the MYJ scheme, the length scale is a function of TKE, 
buoyancy, and shear, and the PBL Height is diagnosed based on TKE production.  Overall, these 
three PBL schemes span the range in complexity (1st order to TKE) and application (single 
column to full 3-D) of those participating in the GEWEX Atmospheric Boundary Layer Study 
(GABLS; www.gewex.org/gabls.htm).  We therefore expect the results to encapsulate much of 
the range of L-A coupling possible between LSMs and PBLs participating in PILPS and 
GABLS.   
 To address LoCo under the NU-WRF framework, simulations were performed across the 
array of LSMs and PBLs described above, with each enabling a different LSM-PBL combination 
for a total of  9 (3 x 3) representations of L-A coupling.  The remainder of the NU-WRF setup is 
identical for each.  The results of each simulation are then evaluated using the LoCo diagnostic 
approaches of S09 and S11 (described in Section 2), where the processes and feedbacks 
generated by each LSM-PBL can be evaluated and contrasted.  
b. Experimental Design: 2006-7 Extremes 
 As shown by Koster et al. (2004) and others, the SGP region has been identified as a 
hotspot for L-A coupling in terms of the strength of interactions and feedbacks and its role as a 
transitional zone of soil moisture and vegetation conditions.  Because of this, and the large 
record of observational data in this region, S09 and S11 focused on experiments conducted for 
the two golden days during International H2O Project in June 2002 (IHOP-02; Weckworth et al. 
2004), and evaluated using data from the Atmospheric and Radiation Measurement testbed 
located in the region (ARM-SGP).  The ARM-SGP region has also recently been the focus of 
studies on extreme conditions observed during the 2006-7 period.  Significant low anomalies of 
clouds and precipitation in the 2006 Water Year (October-September) were immediately 
followed by conditions of high cloudiness and rainfall in 2007.  The dry-wet contrast from 2006-
7 is unprecedented in the last century of data, with 2006 being the second driest and 2007 the 
seventh wettest year on record.  Further details can be found in thorough observational analysis 
of the period performed by Dong et al. (2010).  These dry-wet extremes have also been chosen as 
a focal point for integration projects designed by the NASA Energy and Water Cycle Study 
(NEWS; NASA 2007).  This unique period combined with the strong nature of L-A interactions 
in this region make it an ideal case study to employ NU-WRF for studies of LoCo.  
 Based on the ARM-SGP data and results of Dong et al. (2010), the summers (JJA) of 
2006 and 2007 were analyzed to find an ideal case study for each.  The 14-20 July 2006 
experiment consists of a lengthy dry-down period with little synoptic disturbance in which the 
land was free to interact and evolve with the atmosphere on primarily local scales.  The case 
study of 14-20 June 2007 focuses on a period with scattered precipitation every 1-2 days in 
portions of the ARM-SGP domain, interspersed with brief dry-downs in which conditions were 
clear and/or cloudy.   
 As was performed for the IHOP-02 experiments in S09 and S11, each of the three LSMs 
in LIS were run offline (uncoupled) for an approximately 4-year period prior to the start time of 
the 2006 and 2007 case studies to create equilibrated, or 'spun-up', land surface states for 
initialization of LIS-WRF.  Using these spun-up surface fields as initial surface conditions for 
the 2006-7 case studies, NU-WRF simulations were then performed over a single, high-
resolution domain (500 x 500; see Fig. 2), centered over Oklahoma and Kansas with a horizontal 
resolution of 1 km and timestep of 5 s.  The remainder of the model configuration was then 
ensured to be consistent with that of the experiments performed by S09 and S11.  
 Figure 2 shows the upper layer (0-10 cm) soil moisture values over the ARM-SGP 
domain as generated by the spinups for all 3 LSMs valid at 00Z on 14 July 2006 and 14 June 
2007.  The advantages of using LIS for this purpose are evident in the high spatial resolution 
seen in Fig. 2 as a reflection of the inputs of vegetation and soil properties.  Overall, soil 
moisture in the ARM-SGP region varies significantly from dry and heterogeneous (generally < 
25 percent volumetric) in 2006 to extremely wet (near saturation) and more uniform conditions 
in 2007.  It should be noted that in terms of spanning the range of extremes the spinup results 
indicate a hydrological condition that is more extreme in the wet year, while 2006 is a below 
normal but not entirely desiccated regime.  Implications of these relative extremes will be 
discussed as they arise in Sections 4 and 5.  
c. Data and Evaluation 
 The ARM-SGP program provides a wealth of surface flux, meteorological, and 
hydrological observations along with atmospheric profiles from radiosonde and lidar for a 
network of sites in and near the winter wheat belts of Oklahoma and Kansas.  This includes co-
located soil moisture, net radiation, sensible, latent, and soil heat, along with co-located surface 
meteorology data that provide the full set of variables needed to calculate the LoCo diagnostics 
discussed in Section 2 and evaluate against model results.  In addition, during the summer of 
2007 the CLASIC field campaign took place within the ARM-SGP domain, and has provided 
additional sites and data for this period for evaluation purposes. 
 The core evaluation of these simulations in terms of the surface energy balance 
components are carried out for the first time employing the Land surface Verification Toolkit 
(LVT; Kumar et al. 2012).  LVT provides a standardized platform for intercomparing model 
output (from LIS or other sources) with observations and offers a range of statistical and 
benchmarking approaches.  For these experiments, ARM-SGP data was collected from 24 sites 
in the domain that measure surface fluxes using eddy correlation (ECOR) and Bowen ratio 
(EBBR) towers, along with the co-located surface meteorology, gravimetric soil moisture probes, 
and where available radiosonde profile data. 
4.  Results 
 In order to determine the accuracy and impact of land-PBL coupling during the 2006 and 
2007 case studies, the analysis is broken down into three components:  a) evaluation of the 
surface fluxes, b) application of LoCo diagnostics, and c) large-scale model intercomparison. 
a.  Land Surface Energy Balance  
 Surface turbulent fluxes of sensible (Qh) and latent heat (Qle) serve as the principal 
communication and transport of heat and moisture between the land and atmosphere.  In coupled 
models, they also provide the lower boundary condition, and from an atmospheric perspective 
represent the only variables of physical  interest and impact from the LSM.  As a result, the 
accuracy and sensitivity of surface fluxes simulated by each LSM-PBL coupling is of first order 
importance in ultimately assessing LoCo (Section 4b).  
 1)  DOMAIN-AVERAGE FLUXES 
 Domain-average RMSE and Bias statistics of Qh, Qle, and soil heat flux (Qg) for each 
coupled simulation were calculated using LVT.  Specifically, each of the 24 ARM-SGP sites was 
evaluated against the nearest NU-WRF 1km grid cell at each observation time step (30 min) over 
the full 7-day period of each case study.   
 (i) Dry Regime 
 Overall, the 2006 results in Fig. 3a show that large RMSEs in Qle (>60 Wm-2), Qh (>50 
Wm-2), and Qg (>40 Wm-2) exist in all LSM-PBL combinations.  Large biases also are present 
and indicate that the Bowen ratio (evaporative fraction) is overestimated (underestimated) by all 
the runs.  Overall, the differences between LSMs are significant (at the 95% confidence interval), 
where CLM performs worst in terms of RMSE and Bias, while HTESSEL simulates the surface 
energy balance best and is notably unbiased in all three flux components. 
 In addition, statistics were computed for fluxes simulated by each LSM run in offline 
mode during the 7-day case studies (i.e. continuation of the spinup runs), using best-available 
atmospheric forcing from the North American Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS-2; Xia 
et al. 2011) dataset.  When compared against the coupled runs, these results show that running 
NU-WRF with Noah and HTESSEL (regardless of PBL scheme) tends to improve the fluxes of 
Qh and Qle versus running them with prescribed forcing offline.  Qg, on the other hand, shows 
slight degradation in all coupled runs.  It should be noted that the typical magnitude of Qg is 
much less than that of Qh and Qle during the daytime, so the errors in Qg seen here are quite 
large in terms of the proportion of their daily average, the implications of which will be 
discussed in the next section. 
 The relative sensitivity of surface flux errors to the choice of LSM versus PBL scheme 
can also be discerned from this analysis.  Clearly, during the dry conditions of 2006 it is the 
choice of LSM that is critical as the spread across PBL scheme choices given the same LSM is 
negligible.  This is not an unexpected result given that the LSMs control the calculation of 
surface fluxes, but the degree to which the PBL scheme modulates the atmospheric feedback is 
important to quantify and in the case of the dry regime appears to be quite minimal.  
 (ii) Wet Regime 
 In contrast, results from 2007 (Fig. 3b) show a different hierarchy of LSM performance, 
stratification, and coupling impact.  HTESSEL performs worst for Qle, significantly 
overestimating evaporation and nearly doubling the RMSE seen during the dry regime.  This 
corresponds to a very wet soil moisture condition (not shown) that is near saturation and thereby 
able to sustain a freely evaporating surface that responds directly to the net radiation at the 
surface.  CLM produces the most accurate and least biased Qle, but is worst in terms of Qg.  
Once again, Noah is in the middle in terms of the energy balance accuracy relative to the other 
two LSMs.  Qg is relatively unbiased in all runs in both 2006 and 2007 due to the diurnal cycle 
of Qg (positive during the day, negative at night) that balances out overall.  The overall 
sensitivity of surface fluxes to the choice of PBL scheme is somewhat higher in this wet regime, 
but from a solely land surface energy balance perspective it remains the choice of LSM that is of 
first-order importance once again.  How these sensitivities then stratify in terms of the PBL 
response will be examined in a later section evaluating LoCo diagnostics.   
 The biases in 2007 also indicate that there is an excess of net radiation, as the cumulative 
bias of the three flux components is largely positive, and because this is a wet period much of 
that extra energy goes towards Qle.  This will be investigated further in the next section.  Also 
contrary to 2006, coupled simulations using NU-WRF versus offline LSM runs using NLDAS-2 
result in significantly worse RMSE and bias statistics (e.g. Qle for HTESSEL), with the sign of 
the bias often reversing as well (e.g. Qle for Noah and CLM).   This suggests that the potential 
impact of running a fully coupled model versus prescribing best available atmospheric forcing to 
an offline LSM is much larger in the wet regime.  In particular, it is the differences in simulated 
versus observed cloud cover and the impact on incoming radiation at the surface that are the 
major factors.   
 Along these lines, additional NU-WRF simulations of the 2007 case (not shown) using 
the Noah LSM showed considerable insensitivity of the surface energy balance components to 
the soil type (texture) map used for the ARM-SGP domain or to the Noah 'Czil' parameter used 
in flux computations.  That the impact of using spatially-constant or unrealistic values of soil 
texture (and in turn associated hydraulic properties) is diminished during the wet extreme period 
supports that this is an atmosphere-limited regime of evaporation, and that PBL dynamics should 
play a larger role than details in the soil (already near saturation) scheme.  In contrast during the 
dry case and soil-limited regime, proper soil type specification results in improvement in fluxes 
on the order of 10-30 Wm-2 overall. 
 2)  MEAN DIURNAL CYCLES 
 While the cumulative averages over the domain and 7-day periods in Fig. 3 provide an 
assessment of the bulk behavior of the different LSMs and their sensitivities to different 
atmospheric components, it is also instructive to examine the diurnal cycles of the flux 
components both overall and at individual sites.   
 (i) Dry Regime 
 Figure 4 shows the mean diurnal cycles (7-day averages) of Qle, Qh, Qg, and net 
radiation (Rn) for different LSM-PBL couplings during the 2006 period.  The domain average 
Noah + YSU results (Fig. 4a) show that Rn is simulated well , but that the Bowen ratio is 
overestimated (Qh large, Qle small) along with Qg.  This is likely due to soil moisture being too 
low and unable to produce the evaporation observed.  The offline Noah run (Fig. 4b) shows that 
Rn is ~100 Wm-2 less than observed during the daytime, which translates into even lower Qle 
flux than when coupled (as confirmed by Fig. 3a).  The reduced energy, incidentally, reduces Qh 
as well to match closely with observations.  As discussed earlier, Qg is too large (positive) 
during the day and vice-versa at night leading to a small net bias over the full cycle. 
 The diurnal cycles for HTESSEL (Fig. 4c) confirm that Qh and Qle are simulated quite 
closely to observations over the domain average.  Net radiation is slightly overestimated, and is 
primarily reflected in too large Qg during the daytime.  When looking at individual sites for the 
Noah + YSU and HTESSEL + MYJ runs (Figs. 4de), net radiation is simulated very well 
compared to observations.  Once again, Noah produces a Bowen ratio that is too high, while 
HTESSEL simulates evaporation quite well and more of the flux error is seen in Qg.  It is also 
evident that each of the LSMs produces a phase error in daytime Qg, with an earlier peak than 
observed.  
 (ii) Wet Regime 
 Similarly, focusing on the diurnal cycles during the wet regime (Fig. 5) yields insight on 
how well each LSM partitions the incoming energy into fluxes that ultimately drive the coupling 
behavior.  The coupled runs confirm a very large overestimation (~150-250 Wm-2 daytime peak) 
of Rn versus that observed, both in domain average (Fig. 5ac)  and at individual stations (Fig. 
5de) and regardless of LSM or PBL choice.  In the Noah runs (Fig. 5ad), this extra energy goes 
largely to Qle and Qh, which are in turn overestimated relative to observations.  CLM, on the 
other hand, buries much of the extra energy in the soil heat flux and as a result simulates Qle 
quite close to observations.  This has major implications for the accuracy and nature of the 
coupling, in that the atmosphere ultimately cares only about the land boundary condition of Qle 
and Qh. 
 As for the dry regime, the offline Noah run underestimates Rn and is a significant 
contrast to the coupled runs overestimates.  The reduced energy does not allow for evaporation to 
match that observed, though Qh and Qg are simulated well (though quite small relative to Qle).  
This comparison of offline (good forcing) vs. coupled (NU-WRF) net radiation indicates big 
differences in the simulated cloud field.  When traced back to the source, it is the downward 
shortwave radiation that causes this disparity, where the offline case (NLDAS-2) reflects more 
substantial cloud fields and limited radiation compared to the coupled runs where NU-WRF is 
allowed to freely evolve over the 7-day period.  These Rn errors are rather instructive from a 
LoCo perspective, as models often contain biases in clouds, precipitation, and radiation that 
ultimately impact and feedback upon the surface condition, fluxes, and PBL evolution. 
 Focusing on individual sites (Fig. 5de) again yields insight as to how each LSM handles 
this particular wet regime.  Noah + YSU at Site E13 shows the extra Rn spread out amongst all 
three surface fluxes, but weighted more towards Qh and Qg thereby producing an evaporative 
flux that is only slightly overestimated.  HTESSEL + YSU exhibits the opposite effect of too 
much radiation.  Due to its nearly saturated soil (as discussed above) HTESSEL produces 
evaporative fluxes that are extremely high, virtually matching the atmospheric demand that is 
very high in this case.  CLM at individual sites (not shown) is consistent with its domain 
average, and buries much of the extra Rn in Qg, thereby allowing for the best simulation of the 
diurnal cycle of EF.   
b.  Application of LoCo Diagnostics 
 The analysis presented above provides an accounting for how and why the surface fluxes 
that comprise the lower boundary condition to the atmosphere (i.e. PBL) behave versus 
observations during dry and wet extremes.  How these fluxes translate through the coupled 
system in terms of T, q, PBL development, MSE, and clouds (e.g. LCL deficit) can then be 
understood in the context of the LoCo diagnostics. 
 1)  MIXING DIAGRAMS 
 i)  Dry Regime 
 The behavior of coupled heat and moisture states and fluxes can be captured 
simultaneously using the mixing diagram approach as presented in S09 and S11.  Figure 6 
presents composite diagrams of the 7-daytime periods of the 2006 period for each LSM coupled 
to the three PBL schemes and evaluated against observations at the E4 site.  From the co-
evolution of T and q, it is evident that Noah is too warm and dry overall, CLM is significantly 
too warm, and HTESSEL is closest to observations.  This follows with the surface flux analysis 
(as do the surface Bowen ratio vectors) of the previous section, but also shows more spread in 
T2m, Q2m, and fluxes due to the choice of PBL scheme than were evident from the surface 
analysis alone.  The MYJ scheme performs the best relative to the YSU and MRF for all three 
LSMs, and in particular when coupled with HTESSEL, and the dry air and moist entrainment 
ratios generally follow suit.  
 The implications for different LSM-PBL coupling is also evident in the thermodynamics.  
Equivalent potential temperature (e) is simulated quite well in all runs, but is much less 
important during this dry regime.  The PBL saturation deficit (q*sat), on the other hand, differs 
substantially between runs, and in particular is overestimated by Noah and CLM indicating a 
daily PBL that is extremely dry.  This type of deficit tends to support dry regimes, as the drier 
PBL raises atmospheric demand and ensures that the maximum evaporation (given the soil 
moisture condition) is reached.  The diurnal cycles of q*sat as evaluated in this manner could 
serve as a useful metric in terms of evaluating whether a particular model or scheme is 
supporting a dry (or wet) regime, how it relates to observations, and ultimately what is driving 
the differences (in this case depleted soil moisture, low evaporation, and large PBL growth and 
entrainment).  There is also the potential to identify a threshold of q*sat that once reached, makes 
it difficult to transition out of this dry regime and feedback loop.   
 In order to synthesize the information content of these diagrams, statistics can be 
generated based on the differences in the modeled versus observed heat and moisture states.  
Table 1 shows the RMSE and Bias metrics for each LSM-PBL pair as calculated from the 
cumulate differences in T2m and Q2m over the daytime diurnal cycles in Fig. 6.  The values 
confirm that the largest cumulative errors are seen in the Noah and CLM simulations, regardless 
of PBL choice.  However, there is a distinct advantage to using the MYJ PBL that produces the 
lowest RMSE and Biases for each of the LSMs.  These metrics also indicate where the largest 
errors of the coupled system are manifested in terms of the heat (T2m) versus moisture (Q2m), 
where Noah tends to overestimate the drying while CLM overestimates the heating in the PBL. 
       An advantage of transforming the mixing analysis into energy space units (in addition 
to allowing comparable flux computations) is that combined metrics of the mean absolute error 
and root mean squared error can be established as follows, 
   Total RMSE = RMSE(T2m) + RMSE(Q2m)   (3a) 
    Total MAE = MAE(T2m) + MAE(Q2m)   (3b) 
which summarize the cumulative heat and moisture error in the coupled land-PBL system over 
the course of the daytime cycle.  In particular, the values in Table 1 confirm that a) the MYJ 
produces the best coupling for all LSMs, and b) HTESSEL generally outperforms the other 
LSM-PBL couplings.  As a result, it can be concluded that the best-simulated surface fluxes (Qh 
and Qle) from HTESSEL do, in fact, translate into better LoCo components relative to Noah and 
CLM.  From a physical standpoint, significant excess (e.g. CLM+YSU) or deficient (e.g. 
Noah+MRF) energy in the system has implications for the evolution of thermodynamics (e, 
RH), PBL evolution (e.g. q*sat, LCL), and ultimately clouds and precipitation that will become 
more evident when examining the wet regime. 
 In terms of the MYJ performance, this can be traced directly to its superior performance 
in the stable (nighttime) regime and PBL mixing, during which more accurate T2m and Q2m 
cycles are simulated.  This agrees with previous results regarding TKE versus non-local schemes 
during stable conditions (Shin et al. 2011, Steeneveld et al. 2008), as the YSU/MRF formulations 
for nighttime mixing resulting in a dampening in the amplitude of the diurnal cycle. This results 
in improved morning heat and moisture states in MYJ, which then allows for (but does not 
ensure) a better daytime diurnal cycle of both fluxes and states.  HTESSEL+MYJ is an example 
of this, whereas CLM+MYJ is an example of an improved initial state not resulting in better 
LoCo during the day as a function of the specific interaction of the land and PBL schemes. 
 (ii) Wet Regime 
 The mixing diagrams for the 2007 simulations (Fig. 7) show a distinctly different 
signature of states and fluxes for the wet regime.  Although there appears only small sensitivity 
to choice of PBL scheme for each of the LSMs, the daytime diurnal cycle is considerably 
dampened (T2m, Q2m, fluxes, and PBL height) such that the relative spread is still significant.  
Noah and HTESSEL exhibit somewhat similar patterns that are close to observations in terms of 
T2m but underestimating Q2m, with a significant impact of the MYJ scheme on both.  In the 
case of Noah, the MYJ schemes produces too large an increase in heat and moisture in the 
system, while the MYJ scheme coupled to HTESSEL nudges the moisture condition closer to 
observed.  Following from the surface energy balance results, HTESSEL has a much too large 
evaporative flux at the surface, but the response of the entrainment fluxes and ratios is not 
significantly degraded as a result.  CLM shows a much more extreme heating and moistening of 
the system despite having initial states that are closer to observed than for Noah or HTESSEL. 
 The metrics in Table 2 also support the relative impacts of the LSM and PBL schemes for 
this wet regime.  There are quite large RMSE and Bias values for Q2m regardless of scheme 
choice, but a sign in the bias that is dependent on both the LSM and PBL choice.  Overall, there 
is more spread due to PBL choice for the wet regime than for the dry regime.  In terms of MAE, 
MYJ again outperforms the other PBL schemes regardless of LSM choice, and HTESSEL 
produces the lowest errors regardless of PBL scheme.  For all LSM-PBL pairings, the 
magnitudes of RMSE and MAE are much larger during the dry regime (as expected given the 
larger diurnal amplitude in T2m and Q2m).  However, there is substantially greater variance in 
the (hourly) errors during the wet regime as evidenced by the differences in RMSE and MAE for 
each. 
 It should be noted that the large overestimation in Rn in 2007 was not evenly reflected in 
the coupled diagnostics.  Interestingly, CLM was identified has having the best Qle and 
HTESSEL the worst (and overestimated), but here is evident that HTESSEL actually 
underestimates the moisture bias and CLM vice-versa.  This supports the idea that the PBL plays 
a much larger role during the wet regime, and that the magnitude (and even sign) of a bias in the 
LSM can be outweighed by the atmospheric component. 
 2) PBL BUDGETS 
 Following the approach of S09 and S11, the full PBL budgets of heat and moisture can be 
derived directly from the mixing diagram analysis.  Figure 8 shows how each LSM-PBL 
coupling performs relative to each other and observations for the surface, entrainment, and total 
fluxes of Qle and Qh for the sites and composites shown in Figs. 6-7.   It is immediately evident 
how the LSM choice is dominant for surface flux partitioning and magnitude, and also how the 
impact of that choice is felt through the PBL and total fluxes of the coupled system.  In 2006, the 
LSMs all underestimate the available energy (Rn - Qg), primarily as a result of overestimation of 
Qg (as seen in the diurnal cycle analysis), with CLM performing worst.  The stratification by 
LSM remains strong in the entrainment and total fluxes as well, while the MYJ scheme for each 
LSM is noticeably closer to observations than the other PBL schemes.  This is largely consistent 
with the MAE results presented above, which is important for assessing LoCo as this is based on 
the flux components while TE was based on the T2m and Q2m evolution (i.e. states). 
 In the wet regime, there is a noticeable shift in all components of the PBL budget towards 
higher Qle and Qh, as expected.  The Rn overestimation is seen in the surface fluxes, with 
HTESSEL significantly exceeding the observed Qle.  The extra energy then is propagated to the 
coupled system such that the entrainment and total fluxes are overestimated, particularly in terms 
of Qh.  There is also much more spread both within and across LSMs than in the dry case, 
indicating (and supported by earlier analyses) that the choice of PBL is more important and at 
least on par with the choice of LSM during wet regimes.  Overall, HTESSEL still produces the 
best entrainment and total heat and moisture budgets, despite the large bias in surface 
evaporation. 
 3) EVAPORATIVE FRACTION VS. PBL HEIGHT 
 A third diagnostic of the LoCo behavior is the relationship of evaporative fraction (EF) to 
PBL height (PBLH), which serves as integrated measures of the land and PBL condition, 
respectively.  In Fig. 9, the overall shift from dry to wet regime is as expected in terms of lower 
PBLH and higher EF.  It is the spread due to LSM and PBL choice again, that is of interest, and 
shows larger spread in PBLH due to PBL choice in 2006, and likewise for EF due to the LSM 
choice in 2007.  PBLH is insensitive to the choice of LSM or PBL scheme in the wet regime, due 
to the limited PBL growth, 7-day averaging, and very low day-day standard deviation.  
 Observations show that HTESSEL performs best in both the dry and wet years, 
producing nearly exact PBLH and EF values for each.  This is consistent with the results of the 
mixing diagrams and PBL budgets above.  From and land surface perspective, however, it is 
clear that this may be the right answer for the wrong reasons (e.g. surface Qle) and highlights the 
importance of not simply focusing on integrated properties of the system in order to assess 
scheme coupling and deficiencies.  For example, that HTESSEL is close to the mean observed 
EF (and Bowen ratio) in both years masks out the fact that a very large Rn leads to 
overestimation of Qle (and Qh).  In addition, PBLH as a metric may actually integrate LoCo 
processes spatially and temporally to the degree that the process-level dynamics are masked out.  
This is something to keep in mind for future observing systems and model evaluations 
employing PBLH or EF alone as surrogates for coupled processes.   
 4) LCL DEFICIT 
 It is therefore useful to return to the mixing diagram thermodynamic properties, and their 
relation to PBL evolution during the diurnal cycle.  S11 defined the LCL Deficit as the 
difference between the actual PBLH and the level of the LCL, and is plotted for the two case 
studies and sites in Figs. 6-7.  As expected, 2006 is sufficiently dry such that the PBL never 
reaches the LCL, and there is stronger grouping of the LCL deficit due to LSM choice 
(particularly in the afternoon).  As stressed by S09, however, it is important to recognize that 
each LSM-PBL coupling does have an impact on the coupled system and LCL deficit regardless 
of whether or not the LCL is reached and moist processes take over.  This effect is missed by 
integrated studies examining only soil moisture and precipitation. 
 The wet regime in 2007 shows a considerable shift towards negative values overall, and 
much greater spread throughout the day due to the choice of PBL as well as LSM.  This is again 
consistent with the analyses presented earlier.  Noah struggles to reach the LCL, while CLM and 
HTESSEL produce PBL growth that exceeds the LCL for a good part of the afternoon and are 
more in line with observations at 2245h.  Spatial analysis of cloud liquid water (not shown) 
confirm that clouds were produced and sustained in this portion of the domain for HTESSEL and 
CLM on this afternoon, while Noah remained clear.  Overall this diagnostic approach is another 
step in quantifying how the choice of LSM can impact not only the surface fluxes and condition, 
but also can propagate through the PBL and support cloud formation. 
c.  LoCo Representation in Large-Scale Models 
 Recent NASA Energy and Water Cycle Study (NEWS) and other community-based 
efforts (e.g. GEWEX's Landflux) have shown that current data and model products have 
significant uncertainty and spread in surface flux and other water and energy budget terms across 
global, continental, and regional scales. Although limited in scope, the LoCo diagnostic approach 
using the NU-WRF testbed has been shown here to be useful and essential towards 
understanding scheme behavior and coupling.  It is therefore hoped that by applying LoCo 
diagnostics to community products and models at coarser and global scales, improvements can 
be made in the proper translation of land surface states and anomalies (e.g. flood/drought) into 
atmospheric quantities (e.g. afternoon convection).   
 As a first-look, we will build upon the in-depth analysis of MERRA and NARR fields 
evaluated against in-situ observations from the ARM-SGP site that have been performed as part 
of the NEWS study by Kennedy et al. (2011).  In addition to demonstrating that LoCo 
diagnostics can be applied to large-scale models, this section aims to characterize MERRA and 
NARR coupling and its variability over a semi-seasonal scale, rather than just the 1-week that 
overlaps with the NU-WRF case studies.  This better demonstrates how these products and their 
sensitivities in coupled components evolve on longer timescales(i.e. longer than 7-days).    
 1)  MERRA 
 NASA's Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA; 
Rienecker et al. 2011) is an assimilation system based on the Goddard Earth Observing System 
Data Analysis System, Version 5 (GEOS-5) model that covers the period 1979-present with 
global coverage at 1/2 x 2/3 degree resolution.  Figure 11 shows the mixing diagrams for 
MERRA's monthly mean diurnal cycles (June, July, August) for 2006 and 2007, along with the 
observations from the 7-day case studies at Site E13.  MERRA performs quite well in terms of 
its land-PBL coupling relative to detailed in-situ observations.  Even at monthly mean scales, 
characteristics of the surface and PBL fluxes and states are captured well by MERRA during 
both regimes.  Both the July (2006) and June (2007) results match closely with the corresponding 
month of the 7-day case study in the observations, indicating that the seasonal evolution is also 
consistent.  That the observations show wider diurnal range (T2m, Q2m) than MERRA during 
July 2006 is not surprising due to the smaller averaging (spatially and temporally) of the 
observations more representative of localized conditions (e.g. that produces particularly large 
PBL height and entrainment during a dry-down period) than the monthly mean and coarse 
resolution of MERRA. 
 2)  NARR 
 The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) North American Regional 
Reanalysis (NARR; Mesinger et al. 2006) also covers the 1979-present period, but with 32-km 
horizontal resolution and only over North America.  Figure 12 shows the mixing diagrams for 
the summer monthly mean diurnal cycles for 2006 and 2007.  The overall monthly patterns and 
evolution of T2m and Q2m are similar to that seen in MERRA, but in the dry regime NARR 
exhibits a cooler and damped dynamic range relative to observations and NARR.  The major 
difference appears to be in lower PBL growth and entrainment rates (particularly dry air).  In 
2007, the coupled fluxes and states are remarkably similar to that seen in both MERRA and the 
observations (for June), including the dynamic range.   
 Overall, NARR produces a slightly wetter dry regime and drier wet regime than is 
observed or produced by MERRA.  This is a moderation of extremes, in a sense and is likely due 
to differences in reanalysis treatment of the large-scale averaging over monthly diurnal cycles, 
the representation of PBL height (and vertical levels), and the soil moisture (and evaporative 
sensitivity) dynamic range and drying thresholds as controlled by the respective land surface 
schemes (NARR - Noah; MERRA - Catchment).   
 When comparing against the high-resolution NU-WRF runs with detailed land surface 
initialization, we see somewhat comparable results in the reanalysis products.  As expected, the 
severity of the extremes can be captured well by NU-WRF and lead to a larger response by the 
PBL, but in the case of CLM and HTESSEL the dry and wet extremes (respectively) were 
overestimated to a degree, which negatively impacted their LoCo components.   
 Lastly, while a detailed evaluation of these model products and physics is beyond the 
scope here, these results do show how LoCo diagnostics can be applied across a range of scales 
and models to gain insight on their relative and absolute behavior in terms of land-PBL coupling 
components.  Total energy metrics, PBL heat and moisture budgets, EF versus PBLH, and LCL 
deficit analyses would yield further insight into these models, and is being planned as part of a 
comprehensive intercomparison of models, locations, and metrics in a future LoCo study. 
5.  Discussion and Conclusions 
 In this study, recent advances is diagnosing L-A coupling have been applied to a high-
resolution regional modeling testbed during case studies consisting of consecutive dry and wet 
extreme conditions in the SGP.  Results demonstrate both the accuracy and sensitivity of LSM 
and PBL scheme components and their coupling during these regimes, focusing on the process-
level and the interactions and feedbacks that comprise the land-PBL coupling (Eq. 1).    
Key findings from the land surface energy budget analysis include: 
• Significant errors exist in land surface energy balance simulations that depend on primarily on 
choice of LSM and dry/wet regime. 
• In terms of evaporative fluxes, HTESSEL performs best in the dry regime and worst in the wet 
regime; CLM vice-versa. 
• The differences in offline vs. coupled land surface fluxes are greater during the wet regime 
when simulated radiation can deviate significantly from observed forcing.   
• A key factor in LoCo is the degree to which each scheme partitions energy (and input radiation 
biases) into the soil heat flux. 
Key findings from the LoCo analysis include: 
• The sensitivity of L-A coupling is stronger towards the LSM during dry conditions, while both 
the LSM and PBL choice are comparable during wet conditions. 
• The MYJ scheme produces best MAE and heat and moisture budgets in both the dry and wet 
regimes. 
• Overall, HTESSEL produces the best overall coupling metrics (MAE, PBL budgets, and 
EF/PBLH). 
• Large-scale reanalysis products generally perform well in representing land-PBL coupling at 
monthly mean scales and are sensitive to the dry/wet regimes.  
 While the coupled overestimation of net radiation during the wet regime was unexpected, 
it confirms the importance of offline LDAS driven by observed forcing in providing the best 
estimates of land surface states for hydrometeorological applications.  The 2007 results also 
highlighted an important aspect of LoCo diagnosis in models in terms of how errors are 
translated between components of the system.  In particular, the contrast between HTESSEL and 
CLM allows for an interesting (and often ignored) feature to become evident regarding the soil 
heat flux.  CLM tends to bury much of the extra Rn into the soil heat flux, thereby allowing for 
the best Qle and Qh fluxes (which are the only ones the atmosphere cares about and therefore 
produces the best 'coupling').  HTESSEL actually produces the best Qg fluxes, which then leads 
to the worst Qle and Qh fluxes (and therefore coupling as well).  So, in essence HTESSEL could 
have a better soil thermal parameterization than CLM, but as a result of incorrect Rn forcing 
produces overestimates of the turbulent fluxes.  CLM ends up producing the better coupling, but 
for the wrong reasons.  It should also be noted that for longer timescales (e.g. seasonal), there 
will be a feedback of the soil heat flux error on the coupled system in terms of evolving heat and 
moisture states. 
 The results are supportive of those from Kato et al. (2006), in that the choice of LSM 
does have substantial impact on simulated water and energy fluxes and states.  Likewise, it is 
hoped that this type of analysis can pinpoint strengths and deficiencies in schemes (offline and 
coupled) that lead to model development.  For example, that HTESSEL performs poorly (too 
much evaporation) in the wet extreme may be due to the dew deposition representation in the 
model that can lead to supersaturation at the surface during very wet conditions (Balsamo, pers. 
communication, 2011).  This will be investigated by the developers of HTESSEL at ECMWF, 
with modifications being tested both in their offline configuration and NU-WRF as performed in 
this study.  Likewise, these results further highlight the need for improved PBL representation 
during stable conditions, as there are implications for subsequent daytime coupling components 
and performance. 
 In terms of the PBL budget analysis, it is interesting that during the wet regime the 
observed total heat and moisture budget is approximately equal to the available energy at the 
surface (Rn-Qg), though at a much higher Bowen ratio.  This suggests that the surface fluxes are 
dominant, and due to limited PBL growth entrainment only acts to dry and warm the PBL 
slightly.  During dry conditions and large PBL growth and entrainment, the total heat and 
moisture budget is considerably larger in magnitude than the surface available energy.  
Investigating the relative impacts of entrainment versus surface energy and their accuracies in 
the coupled schemes is a next step in this research as well.  The main limitation to date is that 
observations (e.g. profile data) to get at the biases in entrainment (and ratios).   
 Along these lines, a comprehensive study is being planned next that combines models 
(column, regional, global), sites and regimes, and satellite observations of surface, near-surface, 
and PBL states as a benchmark from which to intercompare products.  In this project, the LoCo 
methodology will being repeated for other sites, regions, and case studies in order to further 
understand the coupling strength and behavior in MERRA versus that of high-resolution regional 
models (e.g. LIS-WRF), other reanalysis products (e.g. NARR), and remotely-sensed 
observations (e.g. AIRS).  Understanding how these models and their components perform both 
coupled and offline remains a critical challenge (e.g. NARR; Fan et al. 2011), from which the 
ultimate improvement of water and energy cycle representation in models of all scales relies. 
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Table 1.  Statistics (Jkg-1) based on evolution of T2m and Q2m vs. observations, derived from the mixing diagrams 
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Figure 1: Mixing diagram showing the diurnal co-evolution (7am-7pm) of 2m-specific humidity and 2m-potential 
temperature on 12 June 2002 at a dry and wet soil location as simulated by a coupled mesoscale model (derived 
from Figs. 2-5 in Santanello et al. 2009).  The shaded regions for each indicate the model range for different LSM-
PBL scheme couplings (red, green, and blue) versus what was observed (dashed black).  Also shown for the dry site 
are the vectors that represent the fluxes of heat and moisture from the land surface versus those from the atmosphere 
due to entrainment, both of which are quantified using this approach. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 2a: Soil moisture (m3m-3*100) in the upper 0-10cm layer valid at 00Z on 14 July 2006 as simulated from a 
3.5 year spinup of the a) Noah, b) CLM, and c) HTESSEL model over the 1-km LIS-WRF domain in the SGP.  The 
ARM-SGP Central Facility (CF) at Lamont, OK is also shown.  
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 Figure 2b: Same as Fig. 2a, but valid at 00Z on 14 June 2007. 
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 Figure 3: Domain-average RMSE and Bias statistics for the land surface fluxes of latent (Qle), sensible (Qh), and 
ground (Qg) heat as simulated by the  LSM-PBL couplings in LIS-WRF over the a) 14-20 July 2006 and b) 14-20 
June 2007 periods.  Also shown are the offline simulations of each LSM spinup (OFF) continued through the 
periods driven by NLDAS-2 atmospheric forcing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Mean diurnal cycles of the land surface energy balance for the 14-20 July 2006 period as simulated and 
observed for domain-averaged a) Noah + YSU, b) Noah offline, and c) TESSEL + YSU and Site E4 d) Noah + YSU 
and e) TESSEL + MYJ.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Mean diurnal cycles of the land surface energy balance for the 14-20 June 2007 period as simulated and 
observed for domain-averaged a) Noah + YSU, b) Noah offline, and c) CLM + YSU and Site E13 d) Noah + YSU 
and e) TESSEL + YSU.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 6.  Mixing Diagrams from the LIS-WRF simulations of Noah, TESSEL, and CLM composited over the 7-
day case studies of 2006 (14-20 July) and 2007 (14-20 June), and overlain with lines of constant equivalent potential 
temperature (Theta-e) and saturation humidity (q*sat) deficit.  
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Figure 7.  Same as Figure 6, but for the 14-20 June 2007 case. 
  
 
 
 
Figure 8.  Heat and moisture budgets (SFC, ENT, and TOTAL) from the NU-WRF simulations vs. observed, 
derived from the mixing diagrams in Figs. 6 and 7 for the a) 2006 and b) 2007 case studies.  Note that for 2006, the 
sensible heat flux has been scaled by 0.5 for the entrainment and total fluxes. 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 9.  Mean daytime Evaporative Fraction vs. PBL Height for each simulation vs. observed, along with the 
diurnal standard deviation through the 7-day period  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.  Hourly LCL Deficit (= PBL height - LCL; mb) calculated for each of the PBL-LSM couplings for the  
a) 2006 and b) 2007 case studies. 
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Figure 11.  Mixing diagrams derived from MERRA monthly mean diurnal cycles (red - June, green - July, blue - 
August) and the 7-day composite observations for the a) 2006 and b) 2007 case studies. 
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Figure 12.  Mixing diagrams derived from NARR monthly mean diurnal cycles (red - June, green - July, blue - 
August) and the 7-day composite observations for the a) 2006 and b) 2007 case studies. [Courtesy Aaron Kennedy] 
 
